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ROBERT CUMMINS

CONCEPTUAL ROLE SEMANTICS AND
THE EXPLANATORY

ROLE OF CONTENT

(Received5 August,1991)
I. INTRODUCTION

Conceptualrole semantics(CRS) is a theory of the semanticcontent of
mental representationsaccordingto which the content of a representation is determinedby its place in a rationalfunctionalarchitecture,i.e.,
by what Fodor (1987, 1990) calls epistemicliaisons to other states:its
inferential connections with other representations,and its epistemic
connectionswithcertainothernon-representational
states.
I have a kind of love-hate relationshipwith CRS: I think it gets it
wrong for the rightreasons.That is, I think CRS is wrong,but that it's
attractionis no accident.It drawsits plausibilityfrom two facts that any
good theory of representationmust take seriously,namely (i) the idea
that semantic atomism cannot be right, i.e., that nothing can have
representational content in isolation, and (ii) the idea that functional

role considerationsare somehowrelevantto the theoryof content.
The strategyof this paperis a bit roundabout.I will begin with some
preliminariesabout representationsand attitudes which will simplify
subsequentformulationsand arguments.The fundamentalpoint here is
that the contentsof a system'srepresentationscannotbe identifiedwith
the contents of its attitudes.After generatingwhat I hope is a clean
formulationof CRS, I make the case that CRS is bound to get representationalcontent wrong because it cannot distinguishit from attitude
content. Next, I argue that CRS trivializescertain explanatoryappeals
to content.I don't really expect advocatesof CRS to disagreewith this,
but I think it is useful to have the consequenceexplicitlydrawn.I then
show that explanatoryappealsto content are not trivial,as CRS implies
they are. Finally,I concludewith some remarksaboutwhat an adequate
theoryof contentshouldlook like.

Philosophical Studies 65:103-127,1992.
? 1992 KluwerAcademic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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II. REPRESENTATIONS,

TARGETS AND ATTITUDES

11.1. Representations
and Targets
Imaginea chess system,E. It uses a matrix,POS(row,col), to represent
board positions (see figure 1). X is engaged in an end-game. The
current position is P1, so POS(1, 7)

=

k, POS(2, 6) = B, POS(3, 5) =

KN, POS(3, 7) = K, and POS(row,col) = 0 for every other value of
row and col. A subroutine, LOOK-AHEAD, anticipates k-krl. To
preventstalemate,it investigatesK-KB5, and anticipatesk-kr2.Call this
series of possible moves M. LOOK-AHEAD requiresa representation
of the position after M, viz,, of P2. It needs Rp2. Suppose what it
actuallyconstructs,however,is Rp3,which representsP3, not P2. Since
P3 is a stalemate,LOOK-AHEAD concludesthat M leads to stalemate
andrejectsK-KB5as a responseto k-krl.
,'s tokeningof Rp3 in this situationis error.What makes it error is
the fact that there is a mismatchbetween the state of affairsX needs to
representwhen it tokens Rp3, namely P2, and the state of affairsRp3
actuallyrepresents,namely P3. Call the former I's targetin tokening
Rp3 on this occasion. Call RP3'ssatisfactioncondition - the condition
that says that Rp3 is satisfied by P3 - its content. Then tokening a
representationis error when the targetof tokeningit on that occasion
fails to satisfyits content.
What makes P2 2's target in tokening Rp3? In the example, X
constructs a particulardata structure- the matrixRp3- at a given
point in the computation.What the computationrequiresat that point
is Rp2, a data structurethat representsthe position P2, the position
after M. That, as it were, is what I is trying to represent when it
constructsRp3,and that'swhat I proceeds to use that data structureto
represent.Representingthe position after M - P2 in this case - is, in
short, the function of tokening Rp3 on the occasion in question, even
though,of course,Rp3doesn'trepresentP2 butP3.
The notion of a representationaltarget is essentially a functional
notion, then, When we say that the computationrequiresa data structure that represents the position after M, what we mean is that the
computationwon't work properly,won't performits function,unless it
gets a representationthat actuallydoes representthe position after M,
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namely P2. The computation's"workingproperly"evidently involves
more than just avoiding a "crash"; it means functioning properly,

operating in a way that fulfills the function of that computationby
achievingits goal or purpose. We thus arrive at the idea that T is the
target of a particulartokening of R if proper functioningof E on the
occasion in question requires that R represent T. This formulation
reflects the idea that we can explain why X tokens R on a particular
occasion by appealto the fact that T is the targetof tokeningR on that
occasion. For example,X tokens Rp3 in order to representthe board
position after M, somethingit does in order to compute its next move.
Notice, however, that an appeal to the target of tokening R doesn't
explainwhy X tokens a representationwith a particularcontent.In the
example,l tokens Rp3 in order to representthe position after M. Rp3
doesn't represent the position after M, however, but P3. To explain
why, in this situation, X tokens a representationof P3, we need to
investigatethe actualcomputationalhistoryof I 's productionof Rp3on
the occasionin question.
Targets,then, are determinedby the functionof tokeninga representation on a particularoccasion in a particularcontext, not by the
content of the representationtokened.In our example,the targeton the
occasion in questionis P2 regardlessof what representationis tokened
or what the content of that representationis. It is precisely the
independenceof targetsfrom content that makes error possible. If the
content of a representationdeterminedits target, or if targets determined contents, there could be no mismatchbetween target and content, hence no error. The theory of representationneeds at least two
degrees of freedom to accountfor error.Errorlives in the gap between
targetand content.
We can put this point graphicallyby adaptinga device of Shiffer's.
Let's expressthe idea that the functionof tokeningRp3 on the occasion
and in the context in question is to representthe position after M by
sayingthat X puts Rp3 in the POSITION-AFTER-MBOX.- is going
to use the data structure it tokens on the occasion in question to
representthe position after M. That data structureis destined for the
POSITION-AFTER-MBOX regardless of what that representation
actually represents. The fact that it is going into the POSITIONAFTER-M BOX regardless of what it actually represents is what
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creates the possibility of error:Since the target is determinedby the
BOX, and not by what is put into it, the possibilityarises that what gets
put into the BOX doesn't representthe position-after-M,even though
I is goingto use it as if it did.
BOXES, then, not the representationsin them, determinetargets.A
consequence of this is that representationsare not, in themselves,
erroneous.The same representationcan be errorin one BOX, and not
in another.Consider Pavlov'sdog Rover, conditionedto expect food,
hence salivate,on hearinga bell. Hearinga bell reliablycauses Rover to
token a Ifood1, but this is not error because the Ifood I in question is
tokened in Rover's EXPECTED-STIMULUSBOX. If hearing a bell
causes Rover to token a | food I in his CURRENT-AUDITORYSTIMULUSBOX, thatis error.'
The simplestexampleof a BOX is a programmingvariable.A chess
program might have a variable CURRENT-POSITION.Binding a
value to that variable amounts to putting a representationinto the
CURRENT-POSITION-BOX,because the program's logical design
embodies the assumptionthat evaluationsof that variable amount to
looking up the current position. Evaluations of CURRENTJPOSITION, notice, amount to looking up the current position regardless
of what CURRENT-POSITIONis actually bound to. We can have
error, and its characteristicconsequences, precisely because CURRENT2OSITION can be bound to a value that doesn't representthe
currentposition.2
11.2. Falsehoodand Error
Once we see that targets are determinedby BOXES and not by the
representationsin them, we are in a position to see that erroris distinct
from falsehood. A falsehood in the FAVORITE-MYTHBOX is not
error.Falsehoodin the DESIRE BOX is normal;tokeningtruthsin the
DESIRE BOX is a kind of pathology.The point generalizesfrom truth
to satisfaction.Most representationsdon't have propositions as contents, hence aren'tthe sorts of thingsthat could be true or false anyway.
Rp3, for example, represents a board position; it has a satisfaction
condition,not a truth condition.What determineswhethera representation like Rp3 is error is not whether there is some actual state of
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affairs that satisfies it, but whether it is satisfied by the target of its
tokening.A targetis determinedby the functionof tokeninga representation on a particularoccasion,in a particularcontext.Representational
types, therefore, don't have targets, only tokens have them. Thus, a
representation'scontent (its satisfactioncondition), which attaches to
the type, together with the state of the world, is not enough to determine whetheror not tokeningthat representationis error.We need, in
addition,to know the targetof tokeningthe representation,and that is
determinedby what BOX it is tokened in - i.e., by the function of
tokeningthe representationon the occasionandcontextin question.
Since error isn't the same as falsehood,it follows that truthisn't the
opposite of error. Indeed, truths are error in BOXES requiringfalsehood, such as the DESIRE-BOX.Representationsare often tokened to
representsome particularfalse proposition,or to representsomething
that is not actual.Equallyimportantis the fact that a representationof
the propositionthatp will be errorin a BOX requiringa representation
of the propositionthat q, regardlessof the truth values of p and q. A
computationalprocess that needs a representationof the proposition
that there are no even primes greaterthan 2, but that tokens "- (3x)
(x =# 2 & x is an even prime)"has made an error,even though it has
tokeneda truth,even a truthaboutprimenumbersandtwo.
An embarrassingconsequence of the fact that truth is not the
opposite of error is the realization that we have no word for the
opposite of error.I propose to call it virtue.Virtuecoincideswith truth
(or being satisfied) and error with falsehood (or not being satisfied)
only when the target is The True (or The Actual).3In real cognitive
architectures,the targetis almost never The True, or The Actual. This
is because representationsare typicallytokened in order to represent
something fairly specific, e.g., the position after M, or the current
auditory stimulus, or the expected stimulus, or the relative spatial
location of local objects, or the phrase structureof the currentutterance, or the propositionthat there are no even prime numbersother
than 2, or the proposition that the king of France is bald. There is
simply no point in representingsome truth or other, or some thing or
other, never mind which.Useful representationis alwaysmore pointed
that this; that is, it always has targetsmore specific that The True or
The Actual.
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11.3. Representations
andAttitudes
Tokening a representationin a BOX results in what I will call an
attitude.For example,puttingRp3in the POSITION-AFTER-MBOX
results in an attitude - a belief in this case - to the effect that the
position after M is P3. But the content of Rp3is not that the position
afterM is P3. To see this, we have only to note that puttingthe very
same representationin the CURRENT-POSITION-BOXyields an
attitude with a different content, viz., that the currentposition is P3.
Rp3,by itself, simplyrepresentsP3. This exampleshows that a system's
attitudescan have contents distinctfrom the contents of its representations. In fact, the example shows more than this. The example shows
that a system'sattitudescan have contentsdistinctfrom the contentsof
any of its representations,for we may suppose that X is incapableof
constructing a representation

-

an explicit data structure

-

whose

content is thatposition afterM is P3. In general,then, one cannot infer
that there is a representationwith the content C from the fact that there
is an attitudewith the content C. From the fact that one can believe that
p it does not follow that one can representthatp. When l puts Rp3in
the POSITION-AFTER-MBOX, the result is a propositionalattitude
- the belief that the position afterM is P3 - but it is a propositional
attitude that does not involve the explicit representationof a proposition.
III. FORMULATING CRS

Before we can get down to business,we need to take a momentto get a
clearformulationof CRS.
CRS is sometimes discussed in a way that implies that it is representations whose semantic content is determined by their epistemic
liaisons. But that cannot be correct, for representationsdo not, by
themselves,have any epistemicliaisons.It is, rather,the conceptualand
propositional attitudes4 that have epistemic liaisons, for it is the
attitudes, not their constituent representations,that are epistemically
assessable.A representation,by itself, is semanticallyassessablebut not
epistemicallyassessable.My belief that war is hell may be justifiedby
other beliefs, or by perceptualinputs,but my representationof war was
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hell, while it might be more or less adequateor accurateor useful, is
not the sort of thing that could be justified or warranted.It is more
common,therefore,to find CRS formulatedand discussedin a way that
implies that it is attitudes,not representations,whose semanticcontent
is determinedby their epistemic liaisons. The initial idea is simply to
identify an attitude'scontent with its epistemicliaisons. This view will
entail that a belief that p and a desire that p do not have the same
content, since a belief and a desire will never have the same epistemic
liaisons.Indeed,they will typicallyhave incompatibleepistemicliaisons,
since the desire that p typicallyhas as an epistemic liaison the belief
that not-p. This, one might plausibly argue, is not an undesirable
consequence,though it is certainlynot one advocatesof CRS typically
rush to embrace. If we want a CRS account of what it is for two
attitudesto both be attitudes that p, we will require somethingmore
sophisticatedthan simply identifyingcontent with epistemic liaisons. I
propose to let this pass, since my real concern is with representational
content.5
We can use the idea that attitudeshave epistemicliaisons to define
representationalcontent in a fairly straight-forwardway. The idea is
that representationsinherit epistemic liaisons from the attitudes in
which they figure.We have the conditionsunderwhich R would appear
in the CURRENT-POSITIONBOX, and the consequencesthat would
ensue were it to appearthere,togetherwith the conditionsunderwhich
R would appear in the POSITION-AFTER-MBOX, and the consequences that would ensue were it to appear there, and so on for
whateverBOXES define the system'sarchitecture.Thus a representation's content is not fixed by its epistemicliaisons, for it has none, but
by the set of epistemic liaisons it determines in an otherwise fixed
functionalarchitecture.6
A coherent CRS, therefore,must assume that it is the attitudesthat
have epistemicliaisons,and that these in turn determinethe contentsof
representations.CRS gives us an account of representationalcontent
identity,of course, not an accountof representationcontent,for we are
not told which sets of epistemic liaisons a representationmust determine to have a given content.7Never mind: If the account of content
identitycannot be made to work, we needn'tworryabout how to give a
CRSaccountof content.
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IV. WHY CRS CANNOT BE AN ACCOUNT
OF REPRESENTATIONAL CONTENT

It is attitudes,recall, not representations,that have epistemic liaisons.
Thus, according to CRS, a representationcan have content only in
virtue of the attitudesit makes possible. So, if two systems are capable
of exactly the same attitudes, then the representationsin one will
determine the same epistemic liaisons as the representationsin the
other. But the content of an attitudeis a determinedby two factors:the
BOX and the representation.We can thus get the same attitudes in
different ways. We can put a Icrossed the Rubiconj in the WHATCAESAR-DID BOX, or put a | CaesarI in the WHO-CROSSED-THERUBICON BOX. In both cases we get an attitudewhose contentis that
Caesarcrossed the Rubicon.We will have a counter-exampleto CRS,
then, if it is possible to describe two computationalsystems that have
all the same attitudes, but which differ in how those attitudes are
realized.
That will be my strategy.In one system, MATRIX, the representations will make large contributionsto attitude content relative to the
BOXES. In the second system, INDEX, the representationswill make
small contributionsto attitudecontentrelativeto the BOXES. Since the
attitudesare the same in both systems,however,the representationsin
MATRIX will determinethe same epistemic liaisons as the representations in INDEX. CRS must, therefore,regardthe two as representationallyequivalent.But,of course,by construction,they arenot.
Considerthe problem of navigatingfrom a specified start point to a
specifiedend pointin a city.A citymightlook like figure2.
One system

-

call it MATRIX

-

uses a matrix of intersections to

represent the city. Each entry is a list of available directions, with
forbiddenturns into one way streets indicatedby a minus sign. Thus,
M(1, 3) = (-w, -e, s), and M(4, 1) = (w, n, e, s). Startand end points
are indicatedby bindingthe beginningintersectionto START, and the
destination intersection to END. MATRIX uses a version of the
obvious distancereductionalgorithmto generateroutes.MATRIX (M,
S, E) can be thought of as a function that returns a sequence of the
followinginstructions:GO RIGHT,GO LEFT, GO STRAIGHT.I will
assume that MATRIX can only allocate enough memory to handle
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O

ID I 1
*=start

o=end

Figure2. A samplecity map

matricesup to a certain size, say n entries. MATRIX, then, can only
find routesin citieswith n or fewerintersections.
Now consider a second system, called INDEX, that uses primitive
symbols ml, ...
Sm and el, ...,

,

mk to index the cities, and primitive symbols sl, . . ..
en to index start and end points. With each city,

associate an index. There are a finite numberof start-and-endpairs for
each city, and a finite numberof cities of n intersectionsor less, so, for
each city, and each start-endpair, we can write a rule of the following
form:
IF THE CITY IS mi, AND START-END PAIR IS (si, eh), THEN
BLAH-BLAH,
where "Blah-blah"is a sequence of the instructions:GO RIGHT, GO
LEFT, GO STRAIGHT, specifying the path from sj to eh that
MATRIXfinds when it is given the start and end points corresponding
to sj and eh and a matrixrepresentationof the cityindexedby mi.
MATRIX and INDEX are weakly equivalent - i.e., input-output
equivalent- on all the cities we hand-craftINDEX to handle. Since
resource limitations restrict MATRIX to cities of n intersectionsor
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less, and since INDEX has been programmedto handle all of those, it
followsthatMATRIXandINDEX areweaklyequivalenttoutcourt.
As defined, however,INDEX still isn't quite what we want because
the mi in INDEX don't determine the same epistemic liaisons as the
correspondingmatrices in MATRIX. The reason is that MATRIX
accesses particularentries in a matrix and uses them to represent
intersections.There are thus BOXES (e.g., the CURRENT-INTERSECTION BOX) and representations(e.g., (w, n, e, s)) in MATRIX
that have no counter-partsin INTDEX.The resultingattitudeswill be
elements in the epistemicliaisons determinedby the matrixrepresentations,andthese evidentlyhaveno analoguesin INDEX.
More of the same trick that gave us INDEX from MATRIX, however, will give us a revised INDEX that has the propertyI want, viz.,
that its representationswill determine the same epistemic liaisons as
their counterpartsin MATRIX. The idea is to introduce primitive
symbolsinto INDEX that correspondto the matrixentriesin MATRIX,
then add a rule to INDEX for each of these new primitivesthat apes
the effects of their analoguesin MATRIX. The resultingset of rules
will, in effect, introducea BOX in INDEX correspondingto each BOX
in MATRIX. Hence, for each attitude in MATRIX, there will be a
correspondingattitudewith the same epistemicliaisons in INDEX. At
the level of attitudes,INDEX will indistinguishablefrom MATRIX.It
follows that the primitivesymbols of INDEX will determinethe same
epistemicliaisonsas the correspondingrepresentationsin MATRIX.
CRS, therefore,implies that mi has the same content in INDEX as
the correspondingmatrix representationin MATRIX. There are two
ways to see that this implicationis incorrect.First is the fact that we
have constructedthe two systems in such a way that, although they
have the same attitudes (and hence the same epistemic liaisons), the
attitudes in INDEX owe their contents primarily to the BOXES,
whereas the attitudesin MATRIX owe their contents primarilyto the
representations.CRS is insensitive to this difference because it is
attitudes,not representationsor BOXES, that have epistemic liaisons,
and the epistemicliaisonsan attitudehas depend on its net content,not
on how thatcontentis constituted.
The second way to see that CRS cannot be rightin holding that the
representationsof MATRIX and INDEX are content equivalentis to
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notice that MATRIX, but not INDEX, has an unboundedcompetence
in the following sense: But for resourcelimitations,MATRIX can deal
with any city of the specified kind, regardlessof size, whereasINDEX
will only be able to deal with the k cases programmedin advance.This
is the same sense in which any finite system can be said to have an
unbounded competence. An adding machine is said to have such a
competencebecause it embodies a perfectlygeneraladditionalgorithm.
But, as Fodor and Pylyshynemphasize(1988), a generalcase algorithm
of this sort requiresa generalcase representationalscheme, and that is
precisely what INDEX has not got. The matrixrepresentationsrepresent the paths from start points to end points, and can represent all
such paths in any city of the specified kind, all with modest finite
resources. None of this is true of the indices used by INDEX. This
explanationof the difference in competence between MATRIX and
INDEX is unavailableto the advocate of CRS, however, because it
relies on the fact that the matricesrepresentmore than the indices.To
repeat, CRS cannot allow this because the matricesand corresponding
indicesdeterminethe sameepistemicliaisonsin MATRIXandINDEX.
I want to suggest that the indexing scheme isn't a representational
scheme at all. Intuitively,the differencebetween the indexing scheme
and the genuinely representationalscheme lies in the fact that the
matrixrepresentationsactuallyspecify the relevantgeography,whereas
the indices just triggerrules that have to carryall of the informational
burden themselves. To write such a rule, you, the programmer,will
have to know exactly the things a map or the matrix representation
would tell you so as to make the action of the rule appropriate.The
index won'ttell you. And when you get the rule written,the index won't
tell INDEX-USER either. For, in INDEXUSER, the relevant facts
aren'trepresentedat all. The relevantknowledge,or rather,as much of
it as the programmerhas been able to appreciateand use, is implicitin
the rules (i.e., in the BOXES the rules define (Cummins,1986)). And
that, of course, is why the processingis bound to get out of control:All
the knowledgehas to be implicitin the rules since none is in the data
structures.With the matrixscheme, we don't have to programeverything into the processes in advance; we can write a quite general
algorithmthat gets the facts about the cities from the representations.
You cannot get buildingand street locations from an index because it
doesn't specify them. But that means that a matrixrepresentationhas
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content that the corresponding index does not, even though they
determinethe sameepistemicliaisons.
OBJECTION:"The real problem here is that a city is represented
with a primitivesymbol. Of course that's a bad idea, but why should
thatbad idea reflecton CRS?"
The point is not that CRS isn't in a position to appreciatethe fact
that brute indexingisn't a good idea. Conceptualrole semanticistscan
see as well as anyone that things are going to get intractable.The point
is ratherthat CRS can'treallyappreciatewhy indexingleads to trouble.
The problem is that CRS can't distinguishbetween the information
being in the representationsand the informationbeing in the processing. If R's content is just the epistemic liaisons R determines,then it
doesn't matterto the content of R who does the work.The fact that the
processingdoes all the work is, accordingto CRS,just irrelevantto the
question of R's content. A brute index can have the same epistemic
liaisons in INDEX as a matrixrepresentationdoes in MATRIX, provided that INDEX's processingpicks up the slack.But CRS cannot see
this slack as a matter of an index being representationallypoverty
stricken compared to the matrix representation,for CRS implies that
they are contentequivalent.
CRS cannot help us with representationalcontent because epistemic
liaisonsattachto attitudes,not to representations.Sub-attitudestructure
is invisibleto CRS, and hence CRS cannot tease out the contributiona
representationmakes to the content of an attitude.CRS, then, can be
seen to live on a confusion between attitudecontent and represented
content. That confusion is enshrined in a very popular theory I call
the RepresentationalTheory of Intentionality(RTI). The RTI is the
doctrinethat for I to have an attitudewith the content C is for X to be
in a relation to a representationwith the content C. The RTI thus
wrongly implies that getting the attitudecontents is getting the represented contents. CRS and the RTI fail for the same reason:they both
fail to recognize that the content of an attitudeis not the same as the
contentof its constituentrepresentation.
V. CRS MAKES CONTENT-EXPLANATIONS

TRIVIAL

In the previous section, we found that CRS cannot give an adequate
account of representationalcontent because it is sensitive only to the
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contents of a system'sattitudes.I now want to show that its account of
attitudecontentis flawedas well.
In the story lately rehearsedstarringthe chess system X, we seem to
suppose that Rp3has the consequencesit does in part because of what
it represents.Yet the consequences of tokening Rp3 in these circumstances are part of the epistemic liaisons determinedby Rp3, hence,
according to CRS, part of the specificationof RP3's representational
content.It followsthatCRSerscannotexplain
(D)

I concededa drawto black,

by appealto,
(E)

When the position was P1, I erroneouslybelieved that the
positionafterM wouldbe P3.

because CRS renders this explanationtrivial.To see this, notice that
what(E) says,accordingto CRS,is this:
(E1)

I's putting Rp3 in the POSITION-AFTER-MBOX yields
an attitudeA with the epistemicliaisons I (A), i.e., the set of
epistemicliaisonsassociatedwithA in E.

Now (El) simplyentailsthat I concedes a drawto black,for conceding
a draw in this situationis one of the epistemicliaisons definitiveof A.
So (El) entails(E2):
(E2)

The occurrence of A in the situation in question has the
consequencethatI concedesa drawto black,

whichis evidentlyemptyas an explanationof (D).
This should come as no surprise.According to CRS, talk of an
attitude'scontent is just shorthandfor, among other thing, talk of the
consequencesof its occurrence.So, of course, CRS won't allow you to
explainthe consequencesof the occurrenceof an attitudeby appeal to
that attitude'scontent. CRS thinks about content as we might think
about valence. Imaginea theory that tells us what bonds with what in
what proportions.We could simply list all the possibilities (assuming
they are finite). Or we could do this: assign a positive or negative
number to each radical,and state the following rule: any combination
that adds up to zero is a compound.8Valences are a kind of fiction in
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this theory (multiplythem all by a constant, and the theory remains
unchanged):Specifyingsomething'svalence is simply a convenientway
of specifyingits bonding potential without actuallyhaving to mention
all the otherelementsandall the proportionsexplicitly.
So, CRS gives us a valence theory of content.Content,on this view,
is really a kind of fiction, for it treats talk of content as just a
convenient way of referringto the epistemic liaisons of an attitude
without having to mention them explicitly (a useful device, since we
typicallydon't know what the relevantepistemicliaisons are). Once we
realize this, it is obvious that CRS isn't going to allow us to explain
behaviorby appeal to content any more than valence theoryis going to
allow us to explain bonds by appeal valence. In both cases, what we
wind up with is a kind of thinly disguisedjoke aila mode de Moliere
ratherthana genuineexplanation.9
A lot of you won't be bothered by this, because a lot of you think
content is causally inert anyway.According to you, content explanations never were in the cards, so their being underminedby CRS is a
virtueof CRS,not a vice.
A naturalfirst responseto content-inertnessis this:You can'tsustain
the position that content is inert when you leave the abstractedheights
of philosophy and look at what's actuallyhappening.When I tell you
that LOOK-AHEAD comes up with Rp3- when I actuallyshow you
Rp3- you can see that we've got a case of errorhere, because you can
see that Rp3representsP3, whereas it ought to representthe position
after M, viz., P2. I've set this up for you so that it is easy to see. You
can't miss it. And, of course, there'sno gettingaroundthe fact that it is
this error - i.e., this misrepresentationof P2 as P3 - that causes the
trouble.
ThoughI am sympatheticwith this line of response to content inertness, I don't think defendersof CRS need be terriblyimpressed.They
can replyas follows:
We can see what Rp3representsto us; but we cannot see what Rp3
represents to E. For all we know, just looking at Rp3, it does
represent P2 to 1 .The only thing that tells us that we and X
understandthe same thing by Rp3 is that X does such things as
erroneouslyconcede a draw to black in the situationwe've been
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discussing.That is, the only thing that gives us a line on what Rp3
representsto X is the epistemicliaisons Rp3determinesin X, and
that is just what CRS predicts.The idea that content specifications
do more than simplysum up epistemicliaisons as valence specifications sum up chemical liaisons is just an illusion, an illusion
created by the fact that the representationsin our examplehave
meanings to us that are independent of the epistemic liaisons
those representations enjoy in E.

Given the availabilityof this reply,I don't thinka bruteappealto the
intuitionthat content explainsbehavioris going to move the confirmed
advocateof CRS to skepticismabout the content inertnessCRS entails.
We haveto do better.
I don't want to argue about the causal status of content. But I do
want to arguefor its explanatoryrelevance.If CRS is right,there is no
point beyond descriptiveconveniencein the semanticinterpretationof
the states of a cognitive system. A genuine representationalist,on the
other hand, thinks the status of certain states as representationsis of
are
real theoreticalimportance.If we can show that representationalists
right about this - i.e., show that representationalcontent, and hence
attitude content, has a genuine explanatoryrole - then we will have
refuted CRS. We've shown that CRS trivializescontent explanations,
but we have yet to determinewhetherthis is a virtue or a vice. It is a
vice, though,as I'llnow tryto argue.
VI. WHY CONTENT EXPLANATION

IS NOT TRIVIAL

It is the notion of error - or, ratherthe distinctionbetween error and
virtue - that gives content explanationits bite. Intuitively,as I said
recently,it is the fact that Rp3 doesn't representwhat it is supposed to
that explains I's flawed performancein our running chess system
example. I'm going to try to make this intuition stick by arguingthat
CRS cannotsupporta robustconceptionof error.The basic idea is that
CRS will always force you to redescribean alleged case of error as a
case of misinterpretation:Any evidence of representationalerror is
betterevidencefor a differentassignmentof contents.
The idea that X made an errorand the idea that E is a chess system
are based on the same thing, viz., a certain interpretationof I's
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representationsand BOXES. But we cannottake that interpretationfor
granted if, as my imagined CRSer lately claimed, epistemic liaisons
provide the only line on what these things mean in E. Perhaps we
should say that I is a schess system, and that what it did is a winning
move in schess.
Must CRSers take this seriously? I think they must, but it isn't
obvious. It isn't obvious because, as remarkedearlier, CRS assigns a
content to an attitude by assigning a set of epistemic liaisons to it
withoutgiving any clue as to how that content should be expressed.A
fully articulatedCRS "interpretation"
of 7. would leave us entirely in
the dark as to whether Rp3 representsP3, because it would leave us
totally in the dark as to whether the attitude that occurred when I
tokened Rp3 on the occasion in question had the content that the
position afterM is P3. We can put this point by sayingthat CRS assigns
content determinationsto attitudeswithout actuallyinterpretingthem.
And in the absence of any interpretations,who is to say whether X
plays chess or schess, or whetherthe attitudeof interestinvolved error
or not?
Surprisingly,we can answer this last question:there can't be any
error. Think of all the epistemic liaisons determinedby Rp3:They define the "use"of Rp3 in 1. Now there must be some factor that fixes
interpretationthat is independentof use, however,otherwisethere is no
sense in askingwhether2 uses Rp3 erroneouslyor virtuously.In other
words,we must have somethinglike the distinctionbetween representational content and targetto have error.CRS defines the content of Rp3
in X as its use in E, so there can be no questionas to whetherX uses
Rp3 erroneouslyor virtuously.'0Since the actualuse of Rp3in X:defines
the contentof Rp3in 1, I mustuse Rp3virtuously.
VII. ATOMISM AND HOLISM

Fodor (1987, 1990) has made holism the standardobjection to CRS.
Briefly, the objection is this. If the content of R is a function of the
epistemic liaisons R determines in 1, then only systems cognitively
equivalentto I will harborrepresentationswith the same contents as
those in E. But this will surely cripple any cognitive psychology that
relieson appealsto representationalcontent."
As it stands, this objection isn't too persuasive.Why, one wonders,
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couldn'tpsychologyrely on similarityof content across individuals(or
over time in the same individual)?Alternatively,perhaps only certain
"default"epistemicliaisons are normallyactivatedin most processes,so
that the epistemicliaisons actuallyinfluencinga given process mightbe
prettynearlythe same across individualsand times.It isn't obvious that
this sort of move isn't enough to secure as much insulation from
individualdifferencesas psychologistsactuallyfindin theirdata.'2
But holism really poses a more serious threat than this glib reply
recognizes.The real problem with holism is that it rendersincoherent
the project of building a mind incrementally. Holism, remember, is the

doctrinethat the whole is not the sum of its parts.Everyoneknows that
embeddingcomponentsyou have alreadybuilt into a largersystemmay
alter those components.But no one assumes that it alters the interpretations of the data structuresof those components.Thus Pollock
does not (1990), in practice,supposefor a momentthat the representations manipulatedby his non-introspectivereasoner will mean something differentwhen he embeds his non-introspectivereasonerinto an
introspectiveone."3
So: Holism of the sort entailedby CRS is patentlyinconsistentwith
standardcomputationalmethodology.That doesn't prove that CRS is
false, of course, but it should be enough to make computationalists
swearoff of it.
Should we be atomists, then?'4 I think not. I think two kinds of
holism need to be distinguished.The kind Fodor (1990) rightlyfears
and CRS entailswe mightcall QuineanHolism. Accordingto QH, the
meaning of R is a function of the epistemic liaisons it determines.A
different kind of holism

-

Schematic Holism

-

holds that the meaning

of R is, in part at least, a functionof the niche it occupies in a representational scheme. SH harkensback to the picture theory of meaningin
holdingthatwhatmakesit possible for R to representT is that R stands
to other representationsin its scheme as T stands to other representanda.One could reject Fodor's militant atomism in favor of SH
without thereby endorsing QH or any of its admittedly pernicious
consequences.
Indeed, I thinkwe must endorse SH. The reason is familiar:A given
representationcan mean differentthings in differentschemes.This, of
course, is a commonplaceabout languages,but it obviously holds for
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representationalschemes generally.A trivialexampleof this:POS(4, 7)
= k has an entirely differentmeaning depending on whether 4 is the
row and 7 the column, or vice versa. If the first index is the row, then
Rp3 representsP3; if the first index is the column, then Rp3 represents
P4. We'll return shortly to the question of what determines what
scheme or schemes a system uses. For now, however, it is enough to
defeat atomismto note that a representation'scontent depends on the
scheme being used. And this is one reason why I said at the beginning
of this paper that CRS has its heart in the rightplace: CRS is right in
holdingthat representationscan'tlive in isolation,thoughit is wrongin
thinking that they can't live in epistemic isolation.
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theory of representationon the books, and that is the "picturetheory."
A matrix like

RP3

can represent board positions, and a simple index

cannot, because the matrices"picture"board positions and the indices
don't.Moreover,I thinkthere is only one idea on the books about what
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"picturing"is: "picturing,"in the sense required by the theory of
representation,is a relation that holds between two structuresjust in
case they are isomorphic.(Or better:just to the extent that they are
isomorphic,if we couldjustmakesense of degreesof isomorphism.)
A structureis a set of objects and a set of relationson those objects.
Two structuresS - (0, R) and S' = (O', R') are isomorphicjust in
case there is a one-to-one functionf taking the objects of S onto the
objects of S' and the relationsof S onto the relationsof S' such that, if
r is a relationin R and S a sequenceof objects in 0, then R holds of S
ifff(R) holds of f(S).
Think of the chess pieces and squareson the board as the objects in
a structure,and each position as a function that maps each of the 64
squaresonto a piece (includingthe null piece). Each matrixrepresentation of the sort described earlier is evidently isomorphic to a board
position. Correspondingto each piece there is an alphabeticsymbol (R,
KN, P, p, b, and so on). Correspondingto a position is a functionthat
maps coordinatesonto symbols:POS(row,col) - piece (e.g.,POS(1, 8)
= k). It is these isomorphismsthat make each matrix an adequate
representationof a position.Moreover,the pieces and squares,together
with all the positions, is a structurethat is isomorphic to the matrix
representationscheme. This isomorphism makes the matrix scheme
adequate to represent the whole domain of board positions. That, of
course, is what is behind the fact that MATRIX has an unbounded
competencewhileINDEX does not.
Since, as noted earlier, a given matrix belongs to many adequate
schemes, its representationalcontent is scheme relative.The position
that satisfies Rp3 depends on whether Rp3 is a member of the matrix
scheme described earlier, or a member of its "inverse,"in which the
first argumentto POS is the column rather than the row (with the
consequencethat Rp3representsP4), or memberof some other scheme.
We're now in a position to see a little deeper into scheme relativity,
however.It is, in part,the fact that a given matrixis part of an adequate
scheme that makesit an adequaterepresentationof a given position.To
see this,considerthe phenomenonof forcederror.
There are two quite differentsources of error. Unforcederroroccurs
when the system has access to a representationthat is satisfiedby the
target,but, for one reason or another,doesn't use it. Forced error, on
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the other hand, occurs when the system's representationalscheme
doesn't include a representationsatisfiedby the currenttarget.Error is
forced, in this case, in that there is no representationavailableto the
system whose tokening in the BOX in question will result in virtue.
Forced error can be relativelytrivial, as when a scheme simply lacks
"vocabulary",or more systemic, as when the structureof the scheme
itself makes it unsuitable.An example of the first kind is the lack of a
numeralfor the numberzero in the Roman system.An exampleof the
second kind is the inabilityof first order logic to deal with subjunctive
conditionals,or the inability of Galileo's system of straightedge and
compass geometry to represent the mechanical properties of bodies
that are not uniformly accelerated,"5or the inability of Euclidian
geometry to represent the structureof space-time.In these systemic
cases, the blame is "distributed"throughoutthe whole scheme in that
the inadequacyis a feature of the whole scheme, and hence infects
every representationin it. A representationthat seems ok in itself is
really not ok because it position in the scheme implies relations
between items in the representedstructurethat are incorrect.Thus, the
scheme a representationbelongs to is a factor in its representational
content in a deep sense not captured(or at least not made evident)by
the simple remark that a given representationcan have different
satisfactionconditionsin differentschemes.
Much remains to be done to articulateand defend the idea that
representationis groundedin isomorphism.For one thing,I've picked a
particularly"friendly"example to illustrate the idea; the reader will
doubtless think of other kids of representationsto which the idea
doesn't apply so readily.All in good time, a good time being another
time. I would, however,like to mention brieflythree generalissues the
theoryraises.
Scheme Fixation: How are we to understand,"S is P's scheme of
representation,"where P is, say, some computationalsystem or subsystem?It is pretty easy to imaginehow one could gather evidencefor
claims like this, but what one would like is some sort of naturalistic
reduction that, among other things, explains why the evidence is
evidence. I don't have such a reductionup my sleeve, but I do have a
kind of tu quoque that makes me feel better about it: those who, like
Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988), insist that the mind's representational
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scheme must be "classical"- i.e., have a combinatorialsemantics havethe sameproblem.Itjusthasn'tbeen muchnoticed.
Uniqueness of representational content. If representation rests on

isomorphism,then anything that represents at all represents lots of
stuff; lots of numerical stuff in particular.Here, I feel much better.
Once we see that the theory of representationisn't after targets- i.e.,
once we distinguishit from the theory of targetfixation- uniqueness
of representationalcontentjust isn'tan issue. SupposeI virtuouslyputs
R in the CURRENT POSITION BOX, and suppose the current
position is P2. Then the attitudetokened - the tokeningof R in the
CURRENT POSITIONBOX - is about P2. That'sits target.Hence,
the truthconditionof that attitudeis that P2 should satisfyR. The fact
that gobs of other stuff satisfiesR doesn't affect the uniquenessof this
truth condition at all. Nor does it have the consequence that putting
somethingnot satisfiedby P2 in the BOX wouldbe error.
One might think this: relative to some scheme or other, P2 will
satisfy whatevergets put in the BOX. Yes. But that just shows that we
need to be able to pin down a system'sscheme.And, as I pointed out,
everyone has that problem, so it is no special objectionto the picture
theory.
Symmetry."Isomorphismis symmetricaland representationisn't."
Who says? In Henkin's famous proof of the completeness of the
predicate calculus (Henkin, 1949), symbols are used to represent
themselves.Was that a conceptualerror?The idea that representation
is asymmetrical comes of confusing representationalcontent and
targets."X is Y's target"is asymmetrical.Once that fact is out of the
way, I know of no reason to think"X representsY" is not symmetrical.

IX. CONCLUSION

I've tried to argue that there is more to representationalcontent than
CRS can acknowledge. CRS is attractive, I think, because of its
rejectionof atomism,and because it is a plausibletheory of targets.But
those are philosopher's concerns. Someone interested in building a
person needs to understandrepresentation,because, as Al researchers
have urged for some time, good representationis the secret of good
performance.I have just gesturedin the directionI thinka viabletheory
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of representationmust take. I hope, however, to have created some
advance sympathy for the gesture by distinguishingthe problem of
representationfrom the problem of targetson the one hand, and from
the problemtruth-conditionsfor the attitudeson the other.
NOTES
1
The theory advocated here has the same form as the advocated by Dretske in
"Misrepresentation."
(1986) Dretske'sformulationis this:

d's being G meansfthat w is F =df d's functionis to indicatethe conditionof w, and the
wayit performsthis functionis, in part,by indicatingthatw is F by its (d's)beingG.
This formulationcreates a place for error to live in the gap between what something
actuallyindicatesand what it is its functionto indicate- its target,in effect. But notice
that what it defines is not the content of d's being G, but the targetof d's being G. Or
rather,it would define the targetof d's being G but for two factors.(i) The definitionis
in terms of indicationratherthan representation.But the functionof most representations is not to indicate.(ii) The definitionis evidentlyintendedto applyto a representational type:the functionof d's being G is to indicate- i.e., to covarywith - w's being
F, and this makes sense only as applied to types. A naturalway to think of d's being G
would be this: the d-BOX has the representationG in it. Targets,however, must be
determinedindependentlyof representationalcontents,for it is this very independence
that creates the space for error. Still, the formulationis close: Compare it to the
following,whichis unexceptional:
Puttinga representationG in the d-BOX has w's being F as its target=df the functionof
puttingG in d is to representthe conditionof w as F.
2 The systemwill take the value of CURRENT_POSITION
to be the currentposition,
and, in that sense, the representationin the CURRENT-POSITIONBOX could be said
to representthe currentposition to the system,whether or not that representationis
actually satisfied by the current position. There is a way of hearing the difference
between "whatR represents to the system,"and "whatR actuallyrepresents,"as the
distinctionbetween target and content. But this is a dangerousway of thinkingabout
the target-contentdistinctionbecause it tends to conflateit with the distinctionbetween
what a representationmeans to X and what it means to us. This latterdistinctionis not
the target-contentdistinction, but the distinction between the content R has in X'
representationalschemeand the contentit has in ours.
I Again, the point generalizesto satisfaction.Not being satisfied is not the same as
error,andbeingsatisfiedis thereforenot the oppositeof error.
I By conceptualattitudes,I mean such thingsas fearingsnakes,or preferringchocolate:
intentionalstates whose content is typicallya concept ratherthan a proposition,where
concepts are understoodanalogouslyto propositions,i.e., as semanticcontents, not as
psychologicalitems. Perhaps we should also add individualattitudes,such as Tosca's
hate of Scarpia:intentionalstates whose content appearsto be an individualratherthan
a conceptor proposition.
I Here is somethingtemptingthat won't do: Two attitudesare attitudesthatp just in
case they are relations to representationswith the content that p. This won't work
because it presupposes the RTI, i.e., that an attitude that p must be a relation to a
representationthatp.
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6
Let r be a representationand a be a box. Then the epistemic liaisons fixed by r
relativeto a in a system I are the states s of . such that either X s = ( r, a) (in 1, the
state s causes r to be tokened in the a box) or X( r, a) = s (in 1, r being tokenedin the
a box causes the state s). The epistemic liaisons fixed by r simpliciterare then the
statess of X suchthatfor some a, s is an epistemicliaisonof r relativeto a.
In this formulation,we have to think of s as a global state of 1, for whetheror not
some local state - r' being in a'- will cause r to go into the a box will depend on
what'sin all the other boxes. To read s locally in the formulationabove, we would have
to say this:the epistemicliaisons fixed by r relativeto a in E are the states s of L such
that there is some way of fillingall the other boxes in I such that s causes r to go into
a or r goinginto a causess.
I This isn't quite fair. As wee saw in footnote 6, given the functionalarchitectureof a
system X, CRS does specify the set of epistemicliaisons that is determinedby a given
representation.CRS does not, however,tell us how to expressany of the attitudes,and
consequentlydoesn't tell us how to express any of the representationalcontents.Given
an expression of a content - e.g., that philosophy is tedious, or being a white rat, CRS cannot tell us whether that content is the content of any of a given system's
attitudesor representations.
8 This won't actuallywork, but it might have. Pretendit does work for the sake of the
analogy.
I Block (1986, pp. 668-9) offers two reasons for thinkingthat CRS doesn't trivialize
content explanations:(i) We are talking about a complex disposition that relates
tokeningRp3 in the POSITION-AFTER-MBOX to a host of other consequences(and
antecedents)besides concedinga draw to black;(ii) WhatArmstrong(1968) called the
categoricalbasis of the dispositioncan be identifiedindependentlyof the consequence
in question.Neitheris persuasive.
(i) You can't explain why opium puts people to sleep by appeal to its dormitival
virtue.This situationis not mitigatedby noticingthatit also makespeople high.
(ii) Arguing that the categorical basis of a dispositional property explains the
disposition's manifestationsamounts to conceding that it is not the dispositional
propertythat explains manifestations.You cannot wriggle out of this by identifyinga
dispositional property with its categorical basis when, as in the case at hand, the
dispositionin questioncan be multiplyrealized- i.e., has differentcategoricalbases in
differentsystemsor in the samesystemat differenttimes.
10 Loui (1991) makes a relatedpoint when he arguesfrom what amountsto an implicit
assumptionof CRS to the conclusionthat a systemthatinfers'(x)Gx' from 'Ga' and the
absence of known counter-instancesisn't engaged in ampliativeinference. The argument is that, in such a system, writing'Ga & -(3x) (it is known that -Gx)' is just
anotherwayof writing'(x)Gx'.
I I find Pollock's reply to this objection cryptic. "Fodor observes that this has the
consequence that cognizers with slightly different rational architecturescannot have
thoughtsin common.This is a consequencethat I embrace.It only seems problematic
because one is confusing narrow content with what is described in 'that' clauses."
(Pollock, 1990, p. 97) But it is precisely to narrowcontent that psychology appeals,
accordingto both Pollock and Fodor. Failureto share (wide) thoughtisn't the issue; it
is failure to share representationswith the same narrow content that causes the
problem for psychology, and this is precisely what the holistic consequence of CRS
seems to preclude.
12 Supposepsychologicalconcepts are frames,and that framesare full of defaultvalues
and pointers to other frames.Two systems might have the same "top level" frame for
CAT, say. But, what with you being a zoologist, and me a philosopher,followingout all
the pointers,and findingout what happenswhen the defaultsare over-ridden,leads to
differentresultsin you and in me. Must CRS say that we don't mean the same thingby
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"cat"?Yes and no. "Yes,"because the stuff that drivesmy use of "cat"is differentfrom
the correspondingstuff in you. "No."however, because, most of the time, the differences make no differencesince they are never accessed (or activated,or whatever).The
whole advantageto these hierarchicaldata structuresis that the subtle details can
typicallybe ignored.Not that concepts are frames:The point is just that there are ways
of implementingholismthatdrawsits fangs.
13 Or, if he does assume this, it is not because the embedding alters the epistemic
liaisons, but because it alters the data structuresthemselves,e.g., by makingthem part
of a richer,hence different,representationalsystem.Moreof this in sectionVII.
14 An atomistictheory of content is a theory with the consequencethat a representation has whatevercontent it has dependentlyof the contents of other representations
used by the samesystem.Holism in the theoryof contentis just the denialof atomism.
15 A verticalline representsthe time, and lines normalto it, with one end terminating
at the vertical line, represent the velocity at the time representedby the point of
intersection. The area of a rectangle is thus the distance traveled by a body with
uniformvelocity equal to the base of the rectanglefor a time given by its height.The
area of a triangleis the distancetraveledby a uniformlyacceleratedbody whose initial
velocityis zero, whose terminalvelocityis the base of the triangle,and whichtravelsfor
a time equal to the height of the triangle.Increasingacceleration,however, gives us a
figurewhose area is undefinedby the straightedge and compassoperationsthat are the
relationson this structure.
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